Interstitial laser photochemotherapy of rhodamine-123-sensitized rat glioma.
The effect of interstitial laser photochemotherapy with the mitochondrial-specific intravital dye rhodamine-123 (Rh-123) was studied using a malignant rat glioma model system (RT2). Tumors were transplanted subcutaneously into the flank of athymic mice and into the cerebrum of adult rats. The Rh-123 photosensitization was produced by direct intratumoral injection of Rh-123 into the mouse RT2 flank tumors and by intravenous Rh-123 administration to adult rats with implanted RT2 intracerebral tumors. Intratumoral irradiation with 150 mW of argon laser light for an exposure time of 15 minutes was performed using a conical sapphire-tipped quartz optical fiber. Control groups of animals received either no treatment, Rh-123 injections, or administration of 150 mW of argon laser light for 15 minutes. Both flank and intracerebral tumors showed progressive diminution in size after treatment with Rh-123 photochemotherapy. There was no evidence of tumor recurrence in 60% of Rh-123 photochemotherapy-treated tumors. Recurrences in tumors treated with Rh-123 photochemotherapy usually appeared at the periphery of the original tumor at 10 days after treatment. Histologically, photochemotherapy-treated intracerebral tumors showed progressive shrinkage with increasing tumor necrosis over time. The finding of residual or recurrent tumor at the periphery of the original tumor mass suggests that the lack of penetration of the blue-green (argon) light was responsible for preventing complete tumor ablation. Our results suggest that Rh-123 photochemotherapy can destroy malignant gliomas in vivo; however, the poor penetrability of the photoactivating blue-green light may limit the effectiveness of this treatment for large or extensively invasive tumors.